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The K8 fuselage is wheeled into the container
Moving of gliders to John Ashford’s container at
Bacchus Marsh, to make more room at Ferntree
Gully workshop, has begun. The HP14 fuselage,
LO150, Northrop Primary fuselage, Boomerang
wings and John’s K8 are stored awaiting the new
storage racks to be built in the hangar.
In the meantime, during May our website was
removed from www.gfa.org.au/museum as the
GFA went to a new website program. Following
an assessment of our options the best result
available was to share Vintage Gliders Australia’s
website, which has more than adequate size for
both groups, at a low fee. John Ashford is working
on a new website update and soon we hope to
publish the new website address.
At the workshop, progress is taking place on the
construction of the Taylor Gliders, and the
refurbishment program continues – refer to
Workshop Happenings on page 6.
The response concerning our new-look
Newsletter has been positive. We look forward to
a continuing supply of contributions to build
interest in the Newsletter, and thank those
members who have made a contribution so far.

Jim and Judy Barton check out the Australian
Gliding Museum Bruce Brockhoff Annex.
Great things are happening as the construction
of our own building takes place at Bacchus
Marsh. The new 20 metre by 24 metre, 4.8 metre
high hangar is erected and awaiting the concrete
floor. Four doors open on the eastern end to
expose access for the twenty metre wide hangar.
Office and archive storage will be along the back
half of the north wall. Along the north wall at the
front, will be the workshop area. Most of the south
side, to the back, will be racks for glider fuselage,
wing and parts storage. At the front will be an
area for one, two or three aircraft to be kept
rigged, and if appropriate, ready to fly.

WELCOME TO THE FOLLOWING NEW MEMBERS
Members who have joined the Museum since the
last listing in the Newsletter are :
Ross Birch from Bacchus Marsh,
Peter Boreham from Wagga Wagga,
Ian Bogaard from Tenambit,
Ewen Cameron from Montmorency, and
Kenichi Ueyama from Yokohama, Japan.
Ken Caldwell from Baulkham Hills
NOTE: The Gliding Federation has moved to:Level 1/34 Somerton Road, Somerton Vic 3062
Phone (03) 9303 7805
Fax (03) 9303 7960
Your Museum Newsletter is now available by email

The E A (Ted) Pascoe
Collection
MONARTO SAILPLANERS MUSEUM
By EMILIS PRELGAUSKAS

Greatest interest locally centres on Ted’s own
work. This includes paperwork and artifacts still in
existence on the ‘EP’ series of sailplanes. The
normal disclaimer applies. Across the volume of
papers, individual pieces are often undated,
without reference to the project being thought
about. It seems often multiple projects are under
consideration at any one time, and a named
project may morph to another form. This makes
sorting and tracking the material an interesting
exercise, and makes it likely that the false
conclusions may be jumped to.

Ted Pascoe was deeply embedded in the sport of
soaring across his life in numerous functions.
Flight instructor, airworthiness engineer, contest
pilot and administrator.
He also was a life long sailplane designer in
South Australia from the 1950s onward. He was a
peer with other like minded individuals including
Keith Jarvis, Reg Todhunter, & Ron Sharpe, who
also developed individual sailplane designs early
in that period. All of them were embedded at the
time when wooden airframes were the sport’s
norm, and Australia led world thinking about small
span utility sailplanes as practicable means to
grow the sport. In the time period following on
from this, the sport moved from anecdotal intuitive
design to engineering based thinking.
Ted Pascoe learnt and worked in aeronautics
professionally. This comes through clearly in the
materials he collected across his lifetime, which
now form the core of the E A Pascoe Collection,
displayed as part of the Monarto Sailplaners
Museum.
The collection comprises standard engineering
texts, Ted’s own notations on these, and
collections from leading thinking across that time
period by contributors such as Hoerner,
Wortmann and Eppler in terms of airfoil plots
beyond the NACA base work.

The EP-1 was Ted‘s own strut braced diminutive
single seat sailplane, built & flown at Mount
Gambier in the early 1950s. In Ted’s words,
sailplane design at that time was an art; and
certification followed the ‘history of safe operation’
method carried over when aircraft registration
began formally. David Howse in Bacchus Marsh
has the airframe now; the Collection has what
little original paperwork was remaining half a
century after its original construction.
The EP-2 represented thinking from the 1960s
finding realisation over a decade later. Still a small
span sailplane, but with ambitions to be
comparable to the performance of 15 metre
Standard Class ships before retractable
undercarriages and water ballast capacity were
introduced. The original Ted built machine (GXK)
and the home built (IZZ) both are based at
Bacchus Marsh with Caleb White.

The Collection has the original plans, home
builder description, pilot manual and the
underlying certification correspondence for this
design. By then sailplane design had become a
science, with the increased justifications thus
required. Some of the hand text calculations on
strength, stability and control are part of the
Collection.

After Ted finished active sport involvement, his
fertile mind continued to contemplate innovation
to sailplanes. Amongst papers dealing with sail
boat and power plane design are side and border
notations about a further sailplane. The reason we
take interest is that amongst his effects were a
partly built fuselage, loose bulkheads, a foreplane
and odd control parts. In the jumble of paperwork
were bulkhead jigs referring to the EP-3.
While there are references to a conventional
evolution out of the EP-2 as an EP-3 in the
papers, the available airframe doesn’t match that
work. It follows more the layout for which only
margin notes have been culled. This text sets out
the artifacts identified so far.
Ted spoke little of his work during this period with
family or close friends. The sifting of the available
material therefore draws on monosyllabic
comments made, interpretation and the remnant
artifacts above.

If we were to follow the traditions, with EP-1 the
‘Spruce Goose’, the EP-2 ‘Super Goose’, we
might name the EP-3 ‘Canard Goose’. The
reminiscences, the border notations, and the part
airframe suggest that layout.
The two photos of the partly constructed glider
below give a good idea of the intended layout.

The fuselage has a nose mounted foreplane, a
single reclined pilot seat with the main wing
underneath, a rear wing with pusher
motor/propeller and fin. Twin in-line retractable
undercarriage is intimated by the fabricated
components amongst the parts found.
Available drawing material on wing detail may be
referring to the power plane project or the EP-3,
or both, suggesting 8 metre span mainplane(s).
All based on thinking about achieving drag
reduction potential through such a unique
approach to fundamental airframe layout.

THE CONDOR IV FLIES AGAIN!

with assistance from Ingo Renner. Unfortunately,
Mr Honda, who was suffering from lung cancer,
succumbed before the first flight was to take
place. The date for the reborn first flight was set
down for 29th April, 2008. With registration VHYSH and a permit to fly, all was ready by the
planned date. A contingent of eight glider pilots
and associates of the Honda family made the
journey from Japan. Fortunately they were able to
spend two days at Vintage Gliders Australia's
"Schneider Glider Rally and Kookaburra
Konvention", hosted by the Wagga Wagga Gliding
Club. They are Mr. Ohno Masami & his daughter,
Ms. Junko Huruya, Mr. Ryoji Mori & his wife Mrs.
Junko Mori, Mr. Minoru Kubota, Mr. Tadashi
Tanokura, Mr. Atsushi Sugiyama, and Mr.
Kenichi Ueyama.

On behalf of the Australian Gliding Museum,
Hans Prem and Jim Barton welcomed to
Australia from Japan, the visitors who came to
witness the first flight since July, 1989, of the
Condor IV. The photo above shows the
welcome poster after being signed by the
visitors, who are pictured below with Jim
Barton at Melbourne Airport.

INGO RENNER AND MIKE BURNS COVERING THE
CONDOR IV WING AT TOCUMWAL

The Condor IV, D 8306 that is now in Australia
was owned by Jochen Kruse. It was Schleicher
built in 1954. In July, 1989 at a field southwest of
Hamburg, it was flown by two friends. While
entering the pattern for landing, and turning with
more rudder than aileron, it went into a spin from
low altitude. The Condor IV hit left wing first and
then nose and then upside down. It was
extensively damaged, with some parts a virtual
write-off. The wreckage was later bought by Mr
Honda, no relation to the car manufacturer but a
highly respected collector of vintage gliders. The
Condor IV was taken to Japan, where it was
rebuilt by Mr. Ohno Masami with some helpers.
Owing to problems getting approval for a
Japanese Certificate of Airworthiness, it was
brought to Australia for the completion of the
rebuild, covering and painting. This was
undertaken by Mike Burns at Tocumwal, NSW,

Ken Ueyama owns a Slingsby T21B and an
Olympia based at Tocumwal. Arrangements for
the trip were made by Mr. Atsushi Sugiyama,
president of AeroVision.
The morning of Tuesday dawned fine and cool
after a cold and cloudy Monday. The wind was
from the south at about 5 knots. A large
contingent of interested persons assembled at the
threshold of runway 18. Many members of
Vintage Gliders Australia and the Australian
Gliding Museum Inc. were present, as well as
local and visiting pilots and friends. The press and
television news were well represented. The crowd
was warmed up by flying activities including the
T21B, Leigh Bunting's Grunau Baby, Jenne
Goldsmith's Ka6 and the local Bocian and Blanik.
Also impressive was Mike Burns' other project, a
Caproni sailplane with a jet engine installed
behind the cockpit, taking lucky pilots for an
introduction to the future under Ingo's instruction.

Approaching 2 pm, the beautiful Condor in it's
original scheme of white with blue trim was
readied for launch, with Mr Honda's photograph
gracing the rear cockpit bulkhead. Ingo carefully
took his place in the front seat, as the crowd
moved back to clear the takeoff path. The canopy
was lowered, and pilot Eddie Madden lined up in
the Maule towplane.

Workshop Happenings.
FROM GRAEME BARTON
Photos by Chris Saunders

The year ending June 30, 2008, has seen another
productive year in the Ferntree Gully workshop
with great assistance from our keen band of
volunteers. Just on 2,900 hours were spent at the
workshop for the year, bringing the cumulative
hours since work commenced there to 19,700
hours.

PHOTO LEIGH BUNTING

Full power and the Condor was away! The lightly
loaded two-seater balanced on wheel and
noseskid for a brief second or two, the nose was
lifted and the aircraft returned to it's element in
barely thirty metres. Beautifully stable behind the
towplane, she climbed into the sky without a
tremble, her 18 metre gull wings revelling in their
element. Up to release height, circling above the
crowd, her translucent wings and tailsurfaces
revealing the intricate pattern of ribs and
structure. On release nosing her way towards the
scattered cu, almost silent and losing little height,
her appearance taking us back fifty four years to
the days of stately sailplanes of wood and fabric.
A thermal, majestically soared by the master pilot,
flying the precision machine of days gone by.
Some slow flight, a stall, and up to her fastest,
she is under control. And then, a textbook circuit
and landing, greeted with the delighted clapping
and cheering of the enthusiastic onlookers. There
was nothing more beautiful....
Next Mr Ohno joined Ingo in the cockpit, and one
can only wonder at the pleasure he enjoyed as he
sampled the results of his workmanship. As the
afternoon progressed, the gossamer sailplane
thrilled more sky riders, until finally the sun dipped
below the horizon and she was gently returned to
her hangar. The spirit of Mr. Honda will continue
to fly and his vision will delight many in future
times. The festivities lasted long into the night as
food, wine and saki were enjoyed by those who
shared this wonderful day!
by David Goldsmith and Bob Gaines, with
special thanks to all participants.

Ka6 (left) and Olympia fuselages under restoration

We are currently working on the 14th aircraft to be
refurbished, the Ka-6, which is undergoing its 40
year survey. Unfortunately, apart from the T31
which was painted at Horsham by Joe Luciano
and Max Hedt at Horsham, we have been unable
to paint the other refurbished aircraft due to lack
of access to a suitable painting facility.

Taylor Biplane Glider spars
During the year, considerable time was spent on
the Olympia, including proof loading of the wings,
and, apart from fitment of the canopy and
painting, refurbishment of this aircraft is close to
completion.

Another major project has been construction of
the Taylor Glider replica, of which we are building
three. At this stage, making of all wooden
components is close to completion, and, with
delivery of the metal fittings (which are being
supplied by a keen supporter of the project)
assembly of the components is about to
commence.

Wednesday night's dinner was again a full house,
it being a great social event and a very well
established feature of the week. (ED:- The
presentation of life membership of the Gliding
Club of Victoria to our scribe, Jim Barton, by club
President John Switala, for celebrating 60
continuous years of active club membership, was
a highlight of the evening!). The mystery bus trip
this year with a new luxury bus proved to be a
winner when the chief tour director, John King,
found Echuca - and a magnificent winery in the
scrub on the banks of the Murray River. Then his
passengers tried out a new method of transport, a
paddle steamer. John's problem this year was the
lack of a gear lever to graunch!

PHOTOS BY GEOFF NEWLANDS

T35 Fuselage and Ka6 wing

The workshop continues to operate on
Wednesday and Friday of each week and any
members interested in participating would be
most welcome.

________________
OLD MATES WEEK
Benalla, 10th to 14th March, 2008
BY JIM BARTON
The annual gathering, very routine these days,
was celebrated in the usual fashion with the
collection of mature gliding types, ex
clubmembers and friends visiting for their annual
fix of a flight or two. High temperatures persisted
throughout the week and many were introduced,
or reintroduced, to open cockpit aviation. The
Australian Gliding Museum T31B was available
for us to use for the occasion, many pilots
experiencing open cockpit flying for the first time.
With the high temperatures it proved a very
pleasant experience compared to an enclosed
canopy. The Gliding Club of Victoria operated a
T31B in the early 1950's, having built it from a kit.

The Australian Gliding Museum Inc T31b
was a star participant at Old Mates Week.
Numerous members from the gliding club were
again in evidence, making the week a great social
event. My thanks to Graham Garlick, Ken Boland,
Alan Patching, John King, and Gerry Hogan who
assisted throughout the week. Also Kaylene for
producing approximately 100 two course dinners
on Wednesday evening, and Rhonda who
maintained her sanity whilst controlling the office
in her usual efficient manner, plus all the
attendees who helped make this year's event
such a magnificent gathering.
Guess we will have to do it all again next year!

A VISIT TO THE TAA MUSEUM
On Tuesday 3rd June, after a visit to Zetta
Florence in Brunswick Street, Melbourne, to
assess archiving supplies, Graeme Barton and
Dave Goldsmith joined Jim Barton to check out
the Trans Australia Airlines Museum. Located in
York Street, off Matthews Avenue and opposite
Essendon Airport, the museum is housed in
premises that include the Qantas Melbourne
training centre. Open Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays from 10 am to 3 pm, the Museum is a
great example of what can be achieved by
determined and enthusiastic volunteers with
limited resources. We were met and shown
around by Jim Meehan, Chief Custodian. A
donation of $5 is requested on entry, and seniors
$3.
The Museum is the only museum in
Australia devoted exclusively to the Airlines, and
as such maintains an important link with
Australia’s aviation heritage.

TAA’s main competitor, Ansett Airlines,
has it’s own area which has probably the largest
display available of this once great icon. Qantas
also has a large presence in the Museum.
The TAA Museum has a program in place
of cataloging, copying, preserving and displaying
it’s heritage that can serve as a good example on
which we can base our own operations. Movie
and TV film and data, posters and calendars,
photographs, recordings, blueprints, newspapers,
letters, documents etc all require special
treatment, storage and, in some cases
restoration, to be available for future generations
of interested spectators and those involved in
historical research. Much that took place in the
halcyon days of the twentieth century will never
be repeated, as the world enters the specialist
era, where aeroplanes are sanitized for efficiency,
all planes look similar, and the computer manages
design, operations and supporting activities.

PLENTY TO ATTRACT ONE’S INTEREST
JIM MEEHAN DISCUSSES EXHIBITS WITH GRAEME
& JIM BARTON

Quite a large area of the ground floor is
occupied, and some store rooms are also
available. The layout, in one large room, leads
one along passages of exhibits, starting from the
formation of Trans Australia Airlines, through
areas displaying the wide diversity of operations
of the early airlines, overseas operations, a
complete wall summarizing the genesis, mergers,
acquisitions and demises of Australia’s airline
companies; aircrew, maintenance and
engineering, promotion, posters and memorabilia,
aircraft models (small and large), cockpit mockups, and a theatre with 21 airline seats ( laid out 3
x 7, just like the first TAA aircraft, a DC3).

I can only say how pleasant and
educational it was, to make that walk down the
aisles of the TAA museum. More power to Jim
Meehan and his supporters and may all their
dreams for the TAA museum come to fruition. I
highly recommend a visit, or two, as time is one
thing this museum really needs for an adequate
appreciation of it’s significance.
The importance of our efforts in ensuring
that the Australian Gliding Museum has the best
presentation possible, of our wonderful gliding
history and heritage, was strongly reinforced by
this visit. Jim Meehan’s kind offer of assistance to
the Australian Gliding Museum, in a variety of
areas, is greatly appreciated.

INFO-BASE No 2

The Olympia
by John Ashford
(with a lot of help from Martin Simons)
The Olympia is a classic glider.
Every serious glider pilot should try to obtain a
flight in an Olympia. Here is a glider from 1939,
that’s nearly 70 years ago, which has such
beautiful harmony of controls and is so easy to fly
that it puts many gliders which came well after it
to shame.
HISTORY
1.
Germany.
The Olympia was at first called the Meise
(titmouse). It is in most respects a smaller version
of the Weihe (Harrier) which appeared in 1938.
The Weihe had a wingspan of 18 metres, just like
what everyone wants these days 70 years later!.
Some Weihe had water ballast tanks in the wing
roots (nothing new under the sun is there!).
Hans Jacobs, prolific German Designer and
manufacturer of sail planes for some ten years
before WWII, schemed the Weihe as a high
performance glider which could be made in
factories. It was very successful.
In 1939 a competition was held for the design of
a glider which would be suitable for the entry of
gliding into the Olympic Games in 1940. It had to
be limited to 15 metres span, which to this day is
part of the formula for the Standard Class. The
structure weight was to be no more than 160 kg.
The idea was that plans of the successful glider
design would be made available for any country
which wanted to compete in the proposed 1940
Olympic Games in Finland. It was to be a one
design gliding contest like the recent World Class
PW5. (See, still nothing new under the gliding sun
is there !)
Jacobs who by 1939 now worked at the DFS
(Deutsche Forshungsanstalt für Segelflug),
German Research Institute for Sailplanes,
designed the Meise and when DFS entered it in
the competition it won hands down. DFS called it
the “Olympia” for obvious reasons and plans
turned up in many countries. The 1940 Olympic
Games were never held, Finland was pre–
occupied in a bitter struggle to beat off the
Russian bear (they were successful) and of
course Britain and others were at war with
Germany. The Olympia was Jacobs last single
seater, after WWII he designed the Kranich III
(crane), a successful 2 seater, and in 1955 he
oversaw the last publication of his famous book
“Werkstattpraxis” Hans Jacobs died in 1994 aged
87.

Hans Jacobs
2.
Great Britain
Although built in other countries the home of the
Olympia after the war really became Great Britain.
Here Martin Simons takes up the story:
“In 1944 advertisements for the Chilton Light
Aeroplane Company (of Hungerford, Berkshire)
began to appear in the magazine, Sailplane and
Glider and in November of that year it was
announced that the Olympia sailplane was to be
produced by this Company. Presumably they
were going to use the German plans as
distributed. I do not know if they made any
alterations. Orders could be placed for delivery
post war. In the same advertisements, complete
sets of plans for building the Chilton Olympia were
offered for sale at £14. The ad was repeated with
minor amendments for years, until at least 1946.
The offer of plans for sale was discontinued after
January 1945.”
It appears from Martin’s knowledge that Chilton
built only one Olympia which was finished off by
Elliots of Newbury (EoN), a former furniture
manufacturer pressed into service during WWII
building parts for the troop carrying glider, the
Horsa. EoN built parts for many other wooden
aircraft during the WWII. With no more Horsas or
anything else to build at war’s end Elliots were
preparing to build the Olympia and were rather
more successful than Chilton which had promptly
gone out of business. EoN went on to make about
150 Olympias, mostly in the 2b form (the 2b had a
blown canopy and wheel, the original Meise had
just a skid and a sectioned canopy). Olympias 1 &
2 just had a skid. Before EoN went out of
business in 1966, the Olympia was the progenitor
of several subsequent designs of EoN which
followed the Olympia into production.

3.

Australia.

Arthur Hardinge and Ken Davies, members of
GCV bought a set of plans from Chilton and built
the glider we now know as the “Yellow Witch”.
Hardinge took the glider on an epic trip to New
Zealand and later Keith Nolan owned it and
accomplished a 500 km flight in it which must
have been like a 1000km flight in a modern plastic
glider. The Yellow Witch, now owned by John
(JR) Marshall, and VH-GLY, now owned by
Dianne Davies and Phil Prapalenis, were built in
Australia to the Chilton plans. The Museum
Olympia came from EoN.
4.

The Olympia wings are proof loaded at the
Australian Gliding Museum workshop

Museum

The museum Olympia, VH-GHR, was brought to
Australia by Dave and Jim Darbyshire and I think
Ken Davies. Unfortunately the Shippers in Britain
found the crate made for the wings was too small
so solved their problem by simply sawing
one wing into smaller pieces! This gave Dave a
rude surprise when the glider crate was unpacked
in Australia. Dave knew he was buying a
damaged glider but did not reckon on more
damage done by the shippers by cutting the good
wing down to the size of the broken one.
This Olympia was built by Elliots of Newbury and
was first owned by the Bristol Gliding Club in UK
in 1949, and was damaged some time later. It
was registered in Australia in 1957. In 1966 it
went to the Eastern Gliding Club which we believe
became Murray Bridge GC. In 1975 it was
acquired by Riley Aeronautics and in 2004 was
given to the AGM. As received, it was damaged
and in need of an extensive survey.
I saw this glider at GCV in the mid sixties after it
was expertly repaired and it looked to me to be a
“hot ship”. It was painted a very dark glossy blue
and in memory of Dave Darbyshire I hope we can
paint it like this again although dark colours cause
much heating of the structure in the sun which is
why all plastic gliders are all white.
Dave Darbyshire was an inaugural member of the
museum and he gave us the Olympia and we are
very fortunate to have such a classic glider in our
collection, particularly when there are only two
other examples in Australia.
During the refurbishment some conjecture about
the glue occurred so it was decided to proof load
the wings, the result of this showed that there was
nothing to worry about. The wings were loaded to
5g and the structure showed no signs of distress.

Some things were missing, notably the main pins.
Fortunately drawings were available and GGC
member Heinrich Nowak made two beautiful new
tapered pins. The E o N Olympias were an
Anglicized version of the Meise and we had to
learn what a “Jarno” taper was to make these
pins. The British are even now still not fully
metricated but they are getting there “inch by
inch”.
DATA:Wingspan
15.0 m
Wing aspect
15
ratio
Empty mass
160 kg
Best glide ratio
25 at 70 km/h
Minimum sink
0.7 m/s at 60
rate
km/h
The glide angle is quite modest by today’s
standards but not for 70 years ago. Derek Piggot
recalls flying one amongst other Olympias in a
British Nationals shortly after the war and reported
that it was only beaten by its older and larger
father, the Weihe.
We can look forward to seeing the Museum
Olympia fly soon. I for one am keen to try it out
having only flown one (GLY) once and was
astounded that something invented so long ago
could be so good.

THE CONDOR IV FUSELAGE AT THE TOCUMWAL WORKSHOP
STORAGE BECOMING A PROBLEM AT FERNTREE GULLY!

THE JAPANESE CONDOR IV ON IT’S FIRST FLIGHT AT
TOCUMWAL, NSW. PHOTO BY LEIGH BUNTING
THE GULL 1 AT BULL CREEK MUSEUM,
WESTERN AUSTRALIA.
PHOTO BY CHRIS SAUNDERS

THE AUSTRALIAN GLIDING MUSEUM T31b

NARROMINE AVIATION MUSEUM VENTURE 2 SEATER DISPLAY

